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About This Game

NOW WITH 4 PLAYER COOP!

Fast, frantic and simple to pickup.

Capsular is a unique arena shooter featuring a "One shot, One Kill" mechanic. Jump into a fast paced match where your skill
matters most! Aim precisely and dodge carefully to get the upper hand over your frenemies.

Core Features:

 Multiplayer - Connect and compete with new friends and enemies from all around the world.

 Well Rounded Gameplay - Capsular features fast and simple gameplay that is easy to pick up but hard to master.

 Projectile Based Shooter - Almost every weapon in the game fires a slow moving projectile that you need to dodge
and avoid. Everything kills you in just one hit!
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 Skill Based Matches - Everyone starts equal. All unlockable items are purely cosmetic and change nothing about the
core gameplay.

Full Bot Support - Dont have any friends ? Dont worry! Capsular features full bot support with varying skill levels!

Multiple Weapons - From a Revolver to a Railgun! Capsular features up to 5 weapons in the current version.

Advanced Movement - Slide and Walljump to victory

Capsular Adventures / Release Trailer video by BlackBirdKings.
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Publisher:
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Brothers in Arms: Earned in Blood delivers the same authentic, tactical World War 2 squad-based action found in the previous
game, Road to Hill 30.

Earned in Blood introduces some non-story game modes, as well as new levels and story to the classic Brothers in Arms
singleplayer campaign. The campaign itself - the main part of this game - is full of memorable characters and an immersive,
interesting story.

If you're into anything World War 2, Brothers in Arms: Earned in Blood (or the previous Road to Hill 30) would be a game to
try.. The other negative reviews are right. Most of the hands require power ups to complete because the layout is not a winnable
configuration. Power ups are not awarded at the rate they need to get used. Very poor.

Plus some genius decided that a Mahjong game *just needs* to have match 3 battles (where they don't bother telling you the
rules) at various points in the game. If I wanted match 3, I would have purchased match 3.

If you like achievements, this is probably not the game for you - unless you like timed Mahjong unwinnable layouts.

Very disappointed in this game.. The panic button change the game's icon into Microsoft Paint "Untitled"
And a dank soul YOU DIED

INFINITY\/10. OVERPOWERED. I played this game before it hit Steam it is very good and sad
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This is how you do a sequel. The budget is much higher (apparently 10x higher), there is a woman dating coach as well for a
woman's touch, and a more diverse range of circumstances and advice.

The funny options are also way funnier to watch too.. I loved Her Story so I bought this on day one. Whilst this is less of a game,
and more of a tv show, it's still enjoyable in the main. There's a couple of weak bits of acting, and the young hacker in particular
is terrible, but the story is interesting and the delivery method is unique enough to keep you watching until the end. I doubt I
would pick up further "seasons" though.. This is actually a decent game. The story is slightly confusing and the English is pretty
bad, but once you get past that, you have a decent game with good controls(even though for some reason I couldn't customize
them), awesome 80s soundtrack (the ice stage was pretty nostalgic for me), and some replayability. It's a first draft, so it's a little
rough around the edges, but don't let that stop you from enjoying another decent MetroidVania.. It may seem odd to have this
amount of time in a game I am not recommending, but it's because it's nigh impossible. 5 out of the 6 endings are bad and you
constantly get locked into death spirals. Having to note every response to make it to the good ending was more than a little
tedious and frustrating. I can't speak to whether it's possible to improve DID by counseling in this manner, but achieving the
good endings was WAY too hard.. If you like short, arty, experimental games, this is definitely worth a play, Though it feels like
it was designed as a VR game initially, and I'm surprised it doesn't even support it.. Terrible, the only redeeming quality is the
free to play, pay to win mechanics of the game are apparant and on display within 5 minutes of install. If you ever thought
farmville needed a starcraft reskin this game may be for you.. first thing i notice a problem with is how short and rushed the
teaching vids are, how tf do you learn a complex building system from vids that are 18-22ish sec long. the game looks
promising, i see something where we can prototype battlebots and maybe fight them or make robots that react to the enviroment
the meet a goal. i know its very early access and those are end game ideas so i welcome the devs to comment so this can be
something great. I honestly doubt there's a better locomotive simulation out there. This is exactly what I wished for when I was a
kid, although nothing of the sort existed at the time. It could use a bit more content, but it's still early access, so that's expected
(the roadmap is a nice touch). Non-VR mode works great as well. It was worth the full price for me. Go ahead and give the devs
your support. I can't wait to see the finished product.
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